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ABSTRACT
This study, firstly, aimed at investigating the various types of the multiple math representations
and transitions among them in the 8th grade math textbook, and secondly, teachers' use of these
representations in teaching. The current study employed the content analysis approach to
investigate the multiple mathematical representations and transitions among them in 8th Grade
Mathematics Textbook. An observation method was used to analyses the teacher practices (n=35
observations), and record the representations and transitions. The results showed that there was
an existence of symbol and verbal representations in the textbook and teachers' implementation.
Meanwhile, the other three representations (pictures and figures, models and Cutters, and life
situations) and the transactions between them were at low rates in the textbook and teachers'
implementation.
Keywords: symbol representation, verbal representation, picture representation, model
representation, life situation representation, teachers’ practices

INTRODUCTION
Many international researchers who are interested in mathematics such as (Cai & Lester, 2005; Dreher &
Kuntze, 2015; Dwi, Subanji, Hidayanto & Anwar, 2017; You & Quinn, 2010) consider mathematical
representations as the basic feature to teach and learn math, whereas researchers mentioned that
mathematical representations are closely improving students’ learning and understanding of math (Anthony
& Walshaw, 2009; Greeno & Hall, 1997; Santulli, 2009; Tripathi, 2008). Nonetheless, there are only few
studies that highlighted the role of the textbook and teachers in facilitating students’ understanding through
using mathematical representations (Bal, 2015; Bayazit, 2011; Yan & Lianghuo, 2006; Ulu, 2017)
Reviewing the literature concerning mathematical representations; the work of Lesh, Post, and Behr
(1987) was one of the most important in this area, they constructed a model of the various elements in which
mathematical representations are structured. This model is consisted of five elements (Figure 1); (1)
representations by written symbols such as writing numbers or symbols to express the math concept, (2)
spoken representations which indicate expressing the math concept by words which allows often for more
rephrasing the words and linking the concepts with other areas and life situations. (3) Experience based
interpreting representations by real-life context which use the daily life events that fit the math concept, (4)
manipulative representations are using any tool that student can hold by hand such as models and cutters.
Finally (5) representations by pictures or diagrams include pictures, drawings, and tables.
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Figure 1. Lesh, Post & Behr Model for the Math Representations

Figure 2. Model of Lesh et al. (2003) for the Math Representations
Moreover, the previous model of Lesh and his other researchers has been improved by Lesh, Cramer, Doerr,
Post and Zawojewski (2003) - Figure 2- to construct a network among the five elements and the interactions
among them.
The improved network showed that in math learning, it is more efficient to make transitions among the
five elements according to students’ developmental levels and understanding; moreover, the transitions among
the five elements help teachers to transform the concepts of math into abstract meanings, which in turn allow
teachers to make changes in their strategies and teaching methods to improve the quality of their instructional
approach (Doerr & Lesh, 2011; Koretsky, Keeler, Ivanovitch & Cao, 2018; Lesh, & Lehrer, 2003; Lesh, & Harel,
2003).
Gagatsis and Shikalli (2004) mentioned that the more teachers use representations and their multiple
transitions in their teaching, the more likely students able to understand and success in math. Moreover,
Anthony and Walshaw (2009) while they reviewed many studies concerning representations and transitions
found that the presentations link between different math ideas and concepts, which encourage students to
understand the different connections among the concepts through discovering different representations of the
concept. Hwang, Chen, Dung and Yang (2007) indicated that the improving students’ skills in using multiple
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math representations are the key of their success in solving the math problems. Bayazit (2011) showed that
most of the participants depend on the symbols representation of conjugation; and that the students’
alternation between the iconic and algebraic representation of conjugation seems an important stage for
developing the conjugation concept.
Therefore, this current study presents further evidence for that connection between math textbook and
teachers and students’ understanding of math. The theoretical framework depends on the model which was
constructed by Lesh et al. (2003) for the math representations, as content analysis approach was used to
explore the use of presentations and to investigate the various transitions in the textbook of 8th grade
specifically the algebra unit which . Moreover, the significance of the current study also emerges from the use
of qualitative method using observation tool to examine teacher’s use of representations while teaching algebra
unit and the extent to which they apply representations transitions according to Lesh et al. (2003) model.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The current study employed the content analysis approach to investigate the multiple mathematical
representations and transitions among them in the textbook of 8th grade due to the importance of the eighth
grade as the Ministry of Education in Jordan deems a stage through which it can enable students assimilate
the different math concepts. Furthermore, the TIMSS exams are made on the grade, because there is a
similarity in the content of the Jordanian, European, and American mathematics textbooks for the eighth
grade in the fields of numbers, geometry, algebra, statistics and probabilities, as they are all built in light of
the NCTM. The researcher argues that content analysis will provide a clear image of multiple mathematical
representations and transitions among them as it illustrated the data in details.
In addition, the observation tool was also used to examine the extent of the math teachers’ use of these
representations and transitions in their classes. The researcher visited the Zarqa educational district, where
he was told that it is divided into five areas. He asked for one teacher from each area for his observation that
has to have BA degree in Maths and teach 8th grade classes for at least 5 years. After having the names of
teachers, the researcher contacted them personally to ask them for their agreement on participation. Three
male teachers and two female teachers were the chosen participants who were coded by their first letter of
their names and took numbers from 1-5. Focusing more narrowly, this study addresses the following questions:
1-

What are the distributions of Lesh’s network model of representations and their transitions in the unit
of Algebra in the textbook of 8th grade?

2-

To which extent teachers use representations and transitions among them while teaching the unit of
Algebra in the textbook of 8th grade?

Reliability and Validity
The researcher developed a table that contained all the determined variables of the five elements of Lesh’s
network model and their transitions, and then the research asked other two colleges to develop a table to the
same topic. The consistency of the data obtained created the basic for ensuring validity and reliability. A total
of 7 lessons and 7 class visits were accessed by October 20th 2017 and which have been analyzed individually
by the three researchers who used the prepared table. Namely, representation in written symbols (R), verbal
representation (L), real life situation representations (H), manipulative representation (N), and pictures and
diagrams representation (S). The tables were compared to identify the differences among the related
representations and their transitions and which were examined again.
Moreover, the comparison allowed obtaining common themes, which strengthened the validity and
reliability of the table that was used in this study. Finally, for ensuring the interpretative validity, the
researcher let other math supervisor’s members who supervise teachers to read the initial findings to give any
feedback of incorrect representations.

Procedures
1- Analysis the algebra unit in eighth grade math textbook, calculation of the percentages of the
representations, as well as the transition amount among the applied representations.
2- Attend all lessons on the topic of algebra for every participant, calculation of the percentage of each of
the math representations and transitions among them. Thereafter, comparing them with textbook
representations and transitions, on one hand, and with Lesh et al. (2003) model on the other, as an
http://www.iejme.com
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Table 1. The Frequencies and Percentages of the Distribution of representations in math. Textbook
representations
frequencies
percentages
distribution
R
144
38.50
medium
L
143
38.24
medium
H
36
9.63
very low
N
11
2.94
very low
S
40
10.70
very low
Total
374
Table 2. The transitions among the multiple representations in math. Textbook and its percentages
Translations
frequencies
percentages
Distribution
R
L
140
29
low
L
R
116
24
low
S
R
92
19
very low
L
S
43
9
very low
R
S
19
4
very low
S
N
19
4
very low
S
L
5
1
very low
Other translations
51
2
very low
total
485
attempt to link between what is theoretically stated in the textbook and what is going inside the
classroom.
There are some certain limitations to this study: The current study used a specific method of qualitative
research – content analysis- which categorizes the raw data by developing a descriptive data such as
percentages and frequencies to reach a conclusion, and this could limit the comparison with other qualitative
research methods. Moreover, this study examined the algebra unit in the 8th standardized textbook grade in
Jordan the thing which may influence the applicable features in other contexts, therefore, generalization of
the findings will not be encouraged to make.

FINDINGS
Q1-What are the distributions of Lesh’s network model of representations and their transitions
in the unit of Algebra in the textbook of 8th grade?
Using the rich analysis of Lesh et al. (2003) network model in the level of distribution of math
representations and their transitions, which is categorized into four levels, level 1 is considered lower level of
presentation (less than 0.20), level 2 is a low level (between (0.20- less than 0.40); level 3 is a medium level
between (0.40-0.60); level 4 is a high level between (0.60 – less than 0.80) and very high is the level 5 (more
than 0.80).
The results of the current study revealed -per Table 1- that there are about 374 representations in the
unit, written symbols and verbal representations were in the medium level (38.24-38.50), whereas, real life
situations and manipulative and pictures and diagrams were in the lower level (2.94-10.70).
Meanwhile, the results of the transitions of the representations showed that transition from the written
symbol to the verbal representation has the highest percentage (29%), followed by transition from verbal to
written symbol representation with percentage (24%) with a low level of distribution. Percentage of the
transition from pictures and diagrams to written symbol representation is in the lower level(19%), as the
percentage of the transition from verbal to pictures and diagrams representation (9%) and the percentages of
the other transitions which were ranged between (1%-4%) very low. Table 2 shows these results.
The above mentioned revealed that the average of the transitions among the different representations was
in the lower level, Figure 3 illustrates the percentages of the math textbook distribution of the multiple
representations and the transitions among them. For instance, transition percentage from pictures and
diagrams representation to manipulative representation was (4%), while transitions percentage from
manipulative representation to pictures and diagrams representation were (2%).
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Figure 3. Percentages of the Math Textbook Distribution of the Representations and their Transitions
Despite, the results showed that the distributions of written symbols and verbal representations were in
the medium level; the percentages of the of transitions were low, This reveals the fact that the multiple math
representations were taught separately and not in a specific math content which affect students’
understanding and learning and this align with the finding of Greeno and Hall (1997) who stated that teaching
the multiple types of representations separately and not in a connected ways would not structure students’
knowledge and engage them in meaningful and continuous ways. Juersivich, Garofalo and Fraser (2009)
mentioned that the use of the representations as ends by themselves is not a functional in improving students’
understanding.
Moreover, results of low representation by real life situations are in agreement with the results of the study
of Yan and Lianghuo (2004) which cited that it is a common in most textbooks in the world the lack of real life
situations representations such as the Unites States of America and China. Results of this study also align
with the study of Bal (2015) that there is a lack in the use of representations in the curricula; and that the
presentation of the curricula is still controlled by the traditional way.
The researcher revised the outlines of the Jordanian math curriculum and its objectives, where he found
that the call of using the multiple representations such as tables, shapes, pictures and writing symbols. Other
objectives were found which highlight the importance of math in the daily life, and acquiring math knowledge
that helps the individual in his/her life. The results of the analysis showed a shortcoming in the math
representations, as stated earlier, which the Ministry of Education in Jordan works to provide in the math
curricula.
The researcher noted also that the concepts and activities are widely and repeatedly presented in the same
representations; that there is an increase in the number of activities; and that this amount of activities
burdens both the learners and teachers. This result is in agreement with those provided in the study of Yan
and Lianghuo (2006) in the junior secondary stage schoolbooks in the United States of America. The
researchers noted that the math books in the USA contain math problems much more than those in China,
which burdens the learner.
In this concern, the researcher suggests decreasing the number of activities related to the same idea, and
focus on presenting the idea or concept in more than one of these representations, especially real life situations.
It is also suggested to use suitable transitions among these representations and encourage the students to
justify their understandings,
In the light of these results, the researcher finds that one of the problems in math teaching-learning process
is the shortage in the use of math representations, particularly real life situations, This view is in line with
the study of Leinwand and Ginsburg (2007), who noted that the math textbooks in Singapore use multiple
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Table 3. The Percentages and Frequencies of teachers’ use multiple representations of mathematics
representations
frequencies
percentages
availability
R
130
42.48
high
L
120
39.22
medium
H
45
14.71
low
N
4
1.31
very low
S
5
1.63
very low
Total
304

Figure 4. Percentages of Teachers’ Use of the Representations and Transitions
math representations and transitions among them, to a wider scale, more than their use in the United States
of America. In their point of view, this is the reason for the success of math curricula in Singapore.
Q2- To which extent teachers use representations and transitions among them while teaching
the unit of Algebra in the textbook of 8th grade?
Results of this question showed that the teachers’ use of written symbols and verbal representations was
very high; even so their use of the real-life situations representations was very low; it was much better
presented than that of the math textbook. On the other hand, teachers’ use of manipulative representations
was very low, meanwhile the distribution of this representation in the textbook was better than teachers’ use.
The use of pictures and diagrams in the textbook was low; and the teachers’ use was also very low, i.e. the
textbook used them better than the teachers did. As for the transitions results, the use of both the book and
teachers of the transitions was very low and low, respectively. Table 3 shows these results whereas Figure
4 shows the percentages of the teachers’ use of the representations and their transitions.
The results indicated that the percentage of the use of written symbols representations by all teachers was
(42.48%), and verbal representations by all teachers was (39.22%), which is the same distribution in the math
textbook analysis. This means that the teachers used both representations at high and medium level as per
Lesh et al. (2003) model. As for the real life situations representation, the percentage of teachers’ use was
(14.71%), this indicates that their use of the real life situation representations is slightly better than that of
the textbook, and that they were represented at very low level as per Lesh et al. (2003) model. The Percentage
of their use of the manipulative representations was (1.31%), which means that it was slightly less than that
in the textbook, and that they were represented at very low level per Lesh et al. (2003) model. Finally, pictures
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and diagrams representations percentage was (1.63%), indicating that their use of both representations was
less than that of the textbook, and were represented at a low level as per the same model.
The results of the transitions distribution showed that the higher percentage of the use of transitions was
within the written symbols and the verbal representations, meanwhile the teachers’ use of this transitions
was low (29%), the teachers’ use of these translation was the same on the textbook. The teachers’ use of the
transitions between the verbal to the written symbols representation was very low (18%); and that teachers’
use was less than that of the textbook.
For the teachers’ use of the transitions between the written symbols and real life situations was (14.71%)
with very low level, which means that teachers’ use of those transitions was better than the math textbook.
On the other hand, teachers’ use of the following transitions was less than on the textbook with a very low
level (translations from written symbols to manipulative representation; from verbal to real life situations;
from verbal to manipulative; from real life situations to manipulative; from manipulative to verbal; from
manipulative to real life situations; from manipulative to pictures and diagrams; from pictures and shapes to
symbols; from pictures and diagrams to verbal; and from pictures and diagrams to manipulative).
Meanwhile, teachers’ use of the transitions among the representations (from written symbols to pictures
and diagrams; from real life situations and written symbols; from real life situations to pictures and diagrams;
and from pictures and diagrams to real life situations) was better presented than the textbook, but was
represented at very low level as measured by Lesh et al. (2003) model. Finally, the average of teachers’ use of
the transitions from the verbal to the pictures and diagrams representations, and from manipulative to the
written symbols representations was at the same rate of that in the textbook, and was represented at very low
level according to Lesh et al. (2003) model.
The reason of the teachers’ use of the real-life situations representation more than other types, they
mentioned that they use real life situations to clarify certain concepts or avoid students’ falling in mistakes.
For instance,” error of one student when he said: 12A-4A=8. The teacher corrected the answer saying: if Khaled
has 12 pieces of cookies, and he ate 4 pieces, “How many pieces of cookies remain with him? The student
answered “8 pieces”. Then the teacher said if we represent the cookie piece by A, then 12A-4A=8A.”
The researcher noted that all participated teachers showed that the lack in the use of multiple math
representations is due to lack of time to cover the given curriculum which contains a big amount of math
activities (concepts, examples, class drills, exercise and problems). The results showed that teacher (5) was
the less using the representations through real life situations, manipulative, and pictures and diagrams (very
low level and almost near zero). He explained it “due to the lack of time and weakness of students, and focusing
on concepts and examples”. The researcher also noted that this teacher just use the material exited in the
textbook. Meanwhile, teacher (1) used real life situations, manipulative, and pictures and diagrams
representations, better than teacher (5) (at very low and low levels). Teacher (3) also used these
representations at very low level, still better than teacher (5). Finally, teacher (5) used these transitions at
lowest level comparing with the other sample participants, when investigating for reasons, one could find that
teachers 5 has less years of experience in teaching 8th grade students.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The current study employed the “content analysis” and “observation” as the method for interrupting the
raw data in more significant meanings. The results indicated some main points: There is a lack of distribution
of the multiple representations in the textbook moreover in the use of teachers while teaching, the findings
are align with related research results such as (Treffert-Thomas, Viirman, Hernandez-Martinez &
Rogovchenko, 2017; You & Quinn,2010) they found that there was a weakness in the distribution of the
multiple representations, they also mentioned that the flexibility in the use of representations demonstrates
the strengthen or weakness of the teachers’ math knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge.
Some participated teachers mentioned that they didn’t study any course related to multiple math
representations during their university study, they hold BA degree in mathematics and didn’t study any
pedagogical course. It has been revealed the need to educate teachers on the use of the math representations
and the transitions in the classrooms, You and Quinn (2010) cited that in teacher preparation there should be
focus on the use of the multiple math representations and transitions among them in a harmonic manner,
particularly representations by pictures and diagrams, real life situations, and written symbols, as well as
transitions among them.
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The researcher found that the teacher’s experience and knowledge affect their using and transitions of the
multiple representations. Moreover, verbal representation was high, while its distribution on the math
textbook and teachers’ use of the other representations were low, and the use of math textbook and teachers
for transitions among representations was low, and the concepts and activities are presented in a widespread
use of the same representation, and there is overcrowding in activities, and that this amount of activities
burdens the learners and teachers. In the light of the current study findings, the following suggestions could
be put forward:


The administration at the Ministry of Education in Jordan may benefit from the current study results
concerning issues related to the curricula improvement and development.



Researchers could use the tools of this study for future research.



Comparisons could be conducted with other studies using content analysis approach.



The current study may attract the attention of math teachers and supervisors to the importance of
using the multiple representation and their transitions.
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